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We consider a dilation analytic three - body Schrddinger operator with pair 
potentials falling off faster than r 2 at inlinity. We construct a spectral measure and 
channel wave operators intertwining the free channel Hamiltonians with the parts 
of the dilated Hamiltonian corresponding IO the various channels. The inverse 
channel wave operators conveqe strongly IO the corresponding elements of the 
inverse wave operators for the given Hamiltonian. 1 IYXX Acadcmlc Press. Inr 
In [Z] the local spectral and scattering properties of a complex-dilated 
three-body Hamiltonian were studied, utilizing the symmetrized Faddeev 
equations in the framework of abstract stationary scattering theory. 
In the present paper we extend and complete this work by constructing 
global spectral measures and inverse wave operators. Moreover, we obtain 
estimates uniform in the dilation angle cp and investigate the limit cp 40. 
We utilize recent results [3] on boundedness of resonances, based on 
uniform estimates of the Faddeev kernel. The approach is based also on 
Kato’s theory of smooth operators [6]. The pair potentials are dilation- 
analytic and decay faster then r ’ at infinity. 
In Section I we give the necessary definitions, background. and 
assumptions. Section 2 contains some basic results and estimates. Spectral 
measures are constructed in Section 3. Generically, the dilated 
Hamiltonians arc spectral operators (Corollary 3.4). Section 4 introduces 
channel wave operators, which arc proved to be complete and intertwine 
the free channel Hamiltonians with the corresponding parts of the dilated 
Hamiltonians (Theorem 4.7). 
Finally, in Section 5, the question of the limit v, JO is taken up. The 
inverse channel wave operators F(,+ cp, ( R + ) for the zero-channel converge 
strongly as cp JO to the clement F,,- (R + ) of the inverse local wave operator 
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F, (R + ). Moreover, for analytic vectors .f, Fe+ (cp, R + ).f(cp) is the analytic 
continuation of F,+(R + )f (Theorem 5.9). The analogous result is proved 
for the other channels a, replacing R’ by the interval defined by the 
threshold i, and the next higher threshold (Theorem 5.12). This is in 
agreement with the result of [23, that the diagonal element S,,(i) of the 
S-matrix has an analytic continuation from (i,, j.:) (R + if x = 0) to 
the corresponding sector in the lower half-plane of the Riemann surface 
associated with the given Hamiltonian. For the spectral projections we 
have only been able to prove the existence of the weak limits as ~10, and 
these limits have no simple connection with quantities related to the given 
operator. 
A different approach to the dilated three-body Hamiltonians was 
introduced by C. van Winter [7], utilizing both time-dependent methods 
involving semigroups and stationary methods, based on the Weinberg- 
van Winter equation. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND 
We use the following standard notations for the three-body problem. Let 
particles 1, 2, 3 have masses m,, m2, m3 and position vectors x,, .Y?, .Y) 
in R3. Denote pairs (ii) by 2, /? etc., and if r = (12), for example, 
let m, ‘=m, ‘+m, ‘,n, ‘=(m,+mJ ‘+m,‘, x~=.Y~-x,, yT=.v3- 
(m,.u, + mzxz)/(m, + mz). The conjugate momenta are denoted by k,, pX. 
For r #/I, the change of variables is given by 
(:;j={:: ::](:;:j. 
(1.1) 
The basic Hilbert space is .K = L”(R”), and H2(R6) is the Sobolev space 
of order 2 on R”. We introduce the following weighted Lp-spaces SE R, 
which will be needed in connection with the limiting absorption type of 
estimates of Section 2: 
Lf(R”)= ~1 II&= r Ig(.r)l”(l + Ixl*).‘d.r< x , 
i 1 
n = 3, 6, 
*R” 
L;(R))= gl ilgll,,,= ,, Ig(s)l(l + I.rl)“dx<a , 
i J I 
L;“(R’)= ~lIl~ll,.,=esssupI~(x)l(l+I-ul)‘<~ , 
i VER’ 
Mf(R’)= L”(R’)nLf(R’)+L;-(R’), 
X=x {Lf(R;.,)@L”(R;,)}. 
1 
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For the multi-channel situation in the Faddeev matrix formulation given 
below we make use of the channel state space 2, and the associated direct 
sum spaces .$ and 2 defined by 
In connection with the use of polar coordinates in momentum space we 
need the spaces 
k, = L2( sg, where Ss,= (~~~R~)lpl= 1) 
I;,, = L2( S’), where s5= {(~,,P,)ll~,12+lP,12=11. 
The weight function 1; is defined by 
f,(x) = (I + 1x1) --‘, x E R3. 
The free Hamiltonian H, is defined for any x by 
H = 0 nvL!? 
2m, 2n,’ 
9( H,,) = H2(R6). 
Let ( C/(p) Ip E R + } be the dilation-group on R3, and let 
V(p)= U(p) VU(p-‘). Let S,= {pe’“‘Ip>O, 1~1 <a), where asn/2. The 
interaction is assumed to be a sum of pair potentials V,, each of which 
satisfies the following condition 
A. V is a d-compact, multiplicative, real potential, and V(p): R ’ --) 
%‘(G,‘, , 2’) has an analytic, %‘(9,, , &)-valued extension V(pe’“) to S,. For 
each VE(-~,a), V(q)= V(P)EM;,(R’) for somep>+, s> 1. 
We consider the self-adjoint, analytic families of type A defined by 
h,(z) = -z-‘A,, + V,(z), 9(/z,(z))= H’(R;,), ZES, 
H(z)==-’ H,+x VA=), U( H(z)) = H2( R’), ZES,. 
I 
WC consider first the two- body operators h,(z). The essential spectrum 
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of II,(Z) is P “lp R+. We denote by :39,((p) the non-real discrete spectrum of 
h,(=) and by .&= Uocvp<u :ip,(cp) the set of resonances of h,. Some known 
results on the operators h,(q) are stated in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. (i) The discrete spectrum of h, is finite and coincides bvith 
the real purt of the di.vcrete spectrum of h,(q), 0 < (cpJ < u. 
(ii) Eigenfunctions #,(a) of h,(v) corresponding to the eigemalue 
i,<Osati.~~~,,li)rh<1).,1”2, c=c(h)>Oandallx~R’ 
;(q5,(ql))(x)l 2 c e “,r’. 
(iii) ./R,(cp) is bounded jbr ecery 43 E (0, ~1). Also the set of positioe 
c+.ynt:alues of h, is hounded and uccumulates at most at 0. 
(iv) For 0 5 cp < a? p 10, the jMowing limits exist in the operator 
norm top&g)’ of B( X ), 
B,(cp)(-A,,-~1, A,(cp)=!i~B,(cp)(-A,,-~-j&) ’ A,(cp). 
dwe V,(c~)=A,(cp)B,(cp). B,(v)= iv,(cP)l”. 
In view of Lemma 1.1 (i) the following assumption is essentially a 
simplification of notation. 
B. For each J, h, has one simple, negative eigenvalue with 
corresponding normalized eigenfunction 4,. 
To simplify notations, we also allow 3 to take the value 0 and set 2,’ = 0. 
Using Lemma I. I (iv), WC introduce the further assumption 
C. h, has no zero energy resonance or eigenvalue for any 2, i.e., 
f‘(I + B,(-A,,) ’ A,)= {0}, for all a, 
where B,( -A,,) ’ A, = lim, .(, B,( -A,, -in) ’ A, in &(Lf,). 
Remurk 1.2. K,(z) = B,(z)( -A,, z “)-I A,(z) is an analytic. V?(L:,)- 
valued function of c E S,,, such that 
K,( p P’ ) = U,(p) Kz(e-‘) Ux(p ’ 1. for cp ‘2 ( -u, a), 
Hence, C’ implies that 
..(-(1 + B,(z)( -A,,: ‘) ’ A,(z))= (01, for all r and 2 E S,,. 
Remark 1.3. It follows from c’, that resonances and positive eigen- 
values do not accumulate at 0. In view of Lemma l.l(iii) this implies that 
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the number of positive eigenvalues and the set of resonances 9?(, r are finite 
for c: > 0. 
Remark I .4. C is satisfied generically, i.e., except for a sequence { K,, ) of 
coupling constants, where Ik-,,I ,1 _ ~ + x,, the operators -A ~, + K k’, satisfy 
C for all a. This follows from the analyticity of the %‘(Lt,)-valued function 
KK,( 1) by the analytic Fredholm theorem. 
The following assumption will also be needed: 
D. For a given cp E (0, (I), e ““‘R + contains no two-body resonances, i.e., 
e - *‘@R + n 9&( cp + 6) = fa for ii > 0 and all 2. 
Remark 1.5. In view of Remark 1.3, D is satisfied for all cp E (0, a - E], 
c > 0, except at most a finite number of values. 
Condition A-D are standing assumptions throughout the paper. Further 
assumptions will be formulated when needed. 
We turn now to the three-body problem. 
The essential spectrum of H(c) is U; {i + e ‘IV R + }, where I. ranges over 
0 and all discrete eigenvalues and resonances of the operators h,. The non- 
real, discrete spectrum of H(z), denoted by d(q), is located between 
the half-lines (it, + R + ) and {i., + e *‘v R + }, where i.,. = min, i.,, and 
otherwise q-independent, unless “absorbed” by the essential spectrum. 
The self-adjoint analytic family H,(Z) of operators is defined for 2 E S,, by 
HI(i)=:-* Ho+ V,(z), Gz’,,,,:, = H2( R”). 
The resolvent R,(z, i) = (H(z) - i) ’ can be decomposed as 
R,(z, i) = RI’@, i) + Id,(z) > r’,(z, i) < 6z(=)I, 
where 
( 
AY, 
> 
I 
r’,(;, i) = -i-* c+i.,-[ 
z 
and 
for R E Xc, 1 E L’(R3,,) 
(I-r>a)(X,,Y,)=X(x,) dy,), for x E L’(Rt,). 0 E Xi. 
We shall now describe a decomposition of the resolvent over the various 
channels (given in (1.2)), which is central to the abstract stationary theory 
utilized here (cf. [S]). In order to arrive at this we lirst introduce the 
580 81 2.10 
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Faddeev matrix A(z, 0, which is a basic object of the theory, and then 
define the auxiliary operators H(z, i), K(z, [), Y(z, [), and I(z) as follows. 
The Faddeev matrix A(z, [) is defined by 
with cr=(12), 1=(23), r=(31). 
The operators H(z, [) E 93(X, .%) are defined for [ E a,( H(z)) by 
where 
O,.,fQz, i) = c B,(=) Rdz, i) V&z) R,I(z, i) 
!J#l 
Moreover K(z, [) E a(%‘, 2;) is detined by 
K(z, ;) = (1 + A(z, c))- ’ H(z, [). 
It is proved in [23 that (1 + A(z, i)) ’ is meromorphic in C\a,(H(z)) 
with poles at points of ;9?(cp). Hence K(z, [) is meromorphic in the same 
region with poles contained in .%(cp). 
The operators Y(z, i;) E .%?(X, 2) are defined by 
Y(z, 6) = { Y,(z, 01, sr=O, (12), (23), (31) 
where 
Y&v C) = -21+ I(1 - kw))<Q,(z)l) + yaz, 0 I 
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with 
rbk i,=c (1 - Id,(z))(~,(z)l) A,(z) ~,.“a=, i)I 
and 
with 
YJ-i, 0 = (cJ&)l + y:(z, 0 
K(Z> i) = (qc(z)l A,(z) e,.om, i). 
The identification operator J(z) E .Z@(4, X) is given by 
Let R,(=,i)=R,(z,1)0C,O~,(z,i). 
The following decomposition formula is proved in [8] (see also [23): 
R(=, C) =J(z) R,(z, j) Y(z, il. (1.2) 
The operator G(;, 0 E a(,*, X) is defined by 
G(z, i)(u, r,, 7/j, ‘5;) = Gdz, i) u + 2 G,(z, i) r,, 
where 
G,(z, i) u = (1 + V(z) R,(z, 0) U, 
GAG i) 7, = (l&(z)> + w,(z) f,(z, i)) rzr 
and 
The trace operators are defined as follows. 
Let 9X be the Fourier transform on L2(Rj,.) and let ,S$ be the Fourier 
transform on L2( R6). For f e Lf( R;‘,), g E X, set 
r,b)f= (%f‘)h .I, PER+ 
70(P) g = c.4 gNl4 h PER+, 
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where we use polar coordinates in R’ and Rh, respectively. The following 
result is well known (cf. [4, Proposition (2.1) and (2.2)]). 
LEMMA 1.6. For I < s < 5, p E R + /here exists C < x such rhar 
y,(p) E .Y(Lf(R’), II,). 11~,(~)/1 < Cmin{p ‘, $ “‘) (1.3) 
Il~&c)ll <Cmin{~ *,P‘- ‘). (1.4) 
) = (2n34 &LP4, c&i) = (2m)“” ;p 
) = C,(P) ~,ww) 2, 
)=(.“(ph”wwo”). 
2. BASIC ESTIMATFS 
In this section we prove the technical estimates needed for the construc- 
tion of spectral measures and wave operators. The estimates are of two 
types. In Lemmas 2.1-2.8, 2.15, 2.17 we extend Kato’s theory of smooth 
perturbations [6] to the three-body problem. In Lemmas 2.9-2.14, 2.16 we 
establish uniform estimates in certain weighted L, - spaces and norm - 
limits on the spectrum of /f(q) of the various components of the resolvent. 
LEMMA 2.1. For cpE(-a,a),x,ER 
1 
4nZ SUP 
sup sup 
Ich,. II/II = I c>O r;,eR) 
+ IIA,(cp, tl.Y,+12.vz)?x((p, i.,+e-2’~(~-i&))f‘liZK,} dp=M,, (2.1) 
n)herr 
&,I SUP 
2nfch,. I,,, = I 
sup sup l(Ap(cp, r2y,) {?,(cp, 1, + em *‘YP - it)) 
,>O,lER 
- 
i,(cp, 2, +e-“W - i&j)) Aa*(cp, t2~z)Lf)x,I < ~0. (2.2) 
ProojI Because of the translation-invariance of A,,, we have for X. E R3 
IlA,(% [I-Y, + tzv,) r’,(cp, i) A$(% tl-~l + ~2Vl)li 
= !IA,A’p, r,.v,) ?a(% 0 A#$(% f,J’,)II 
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and M, is invariant under the translations A,(cp, 1,~:~) + ~,(cp, r,x, + 
12~qX). By the proof of [3] and Lemma 2.5 
This implies M, < ,CC, and the lemma follows from [6] Theorem 5.1, 
since Fl( cp, i., + E 2’“(/.l+ic)) = e”“P(-dJJ2n,-p-k) I. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let II/, E L*(Ri,). For cp E ( -a, a) 
1 
7 4n sup sup /Eh. il/ I = I I >o 
5 i I!$,(-~,) Ap(cp, t,.y, + 121’1) ?,(cp, j., + f 2’v(p + is)).fll> R 
Proof For fixed x31 E R3, c > 0 and f‘~ jv, with IIJ‘II = 1, by Lemma 2.1 
1 
7 j &I vW,)12 [ 47l R -RI, 
f IA,dcp, t,,y, + r2.~,) 
x i,( cp, i., + e 2'v(P + ic)).f(Y,)l' 
+ IA,(cp, f,x, + 12,*,) r’,(cp, i, +e 2“‘(p - it:)) 
Integrating over x2 and using Fubini’s theorem, we obtain the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. For cp E ( -a, u), E() = ) i., ) sin 2~ 
1 
4n2 sup sup /E.W.l,/ll-- I c~O.r#LIl 
,iR I Il~,Av) &(cp, j., + e 2’v(p + ic))fllf+. 
+ !IBdcP) &(cp, i, + e -“% - ic))fll: } dp 5 M,(p). (2.3) 
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where 
sup sup sup 
/eL’(R~).11/‘11=It.~O.~:~r~~~R 
x I(Bg((p){rop(‘p, i., + e “Yp + ic)) 
- rop(v, 1, + e “YP - ic))} Bp*(cp)Lf)l < m. (2.4) 
Proof: By [6] Theorem 5.1, for fE .%? 
1 B 
- sup 4x2 J { 
IIEp(v) ro,I(‘P? j-, + e-.2’v(p + iE))/(xp9 dvp)il:2(R’ ) 
czo. P zcq R ‘P 
+ IIBp(v) rOo(% & + e2’vP(p - iE))f(xp9 ?‘jj)Ii::(R;p)~ dp 
5 M,(v) J-R, IfCq,3 YpV dxlx,. 
‘ii 
Using that in momentum representation 
R0(cp, 5) = r,,,dv3 i -em ““~f$n~)~ 
we obtain for all pa E R3 
5 M,(v) j-R; If(kat~a)12 dk,. 
P 
Integrating over Rip and using Fubini’s Theorem, we obtain the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume that e ‘Iv R’ does not contain anJ resonances or 
zero-energy resonance of h,. Then for ,f E .% 
SUP IIBp(cp)R~(cp, ~,+e-“v(~+i&)).fI12d~<C(cp) llfll', (2.5) r 
c#w’R 
where C( cp) is a consIam independent of .J 
ProoJ 
B,Acp) Ro,(cpt i)= (1 - Bfi(cp) $(cp, i) A,,(cp)) B,dcp) Rote i) 
- B,~(cP)l~,,(cP))(~a(cP)I Rot% i) (2.6) 
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By [3] Lemma 5.5, 
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sup sup Il&cp) R;(cp, n,+e-“~(~+i&))Ap(cp)ll =K(cp)<ocm, 
C#COJlER 
hence by Lemma 2.3 the first term satisfies (2.5). 
By Lemma l.l(ii) $,,J’p) =e “.rfi’ xa(cp), where 
hence 
sup I c+w, R 
II <$&(P) &(cp, 4 + e -*‘W + iE))fli$, (Icl< C(v) IW2. 
It follows that the second term in (2.6) satisfies (2.5) and the lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 2.5. e”‘.rx’ roz( cp, i.,) V,( cp) #,( 9) E t*( RiZ) for rr < \I., I I’*. 
ProoJ Let a<h< (AZl’.‘2. By Lemma l.l(ii), 
k(cp)=e -b’xy’iz(~), r/&‘(R;,)nL”(R;,). 
We have 
Since Ix,] s Ix, -x:1 + 1x:1, the convolution kernel is majorized by 
exp(a - (2., ~“*)Ix, - .x: 1, and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 2.6. Mcpv i) ~,(v)ld,(cp)) F,((P, C) = {r’&. C) - R,(cp, 0) 
IxJcp)) and 
r’,(cpv i)(~,(cp)l v,(cp) Mcp, i)= (iA( {r’Jcp> i)-R,(cp, i,}, 
where 
x,(q)= ( -em’@ A.,/%-&-’ V,(CP)~,(CP). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.5 and the identity 
Rdcp, C) i,(cp, l) = {~JcP, i) - Rdcp, i)>( --e ‘IV A.y,- j.,). ‘. 
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LEMMA 2.1. For al1f.E 2’ 
sup IIWcp, j., + e 2’@‘P(~ + j~)).fll$ 3 4 S ‘7~) ll./‘ll.:~. (2.7) 
I. + o. cg 
Proc$ By Lemma 2.6, for any r 
=,,;, {WA Ro(cp, i) A,,(cp).B,Acp) R)j(cp, i)
+ WdC~,h’. i) - Ro(cp, i)ll x,~N(&W ) (2.8) 
The first term satisfies (2.7) with .$ ’ replaced by X, due to Lemma 2.4 
and [3, Lemma 3.31. The same holds for the second term by Lemmas 2.2 
and 2.5 and for the third term by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5. 
Moreover, by Lemma 2.6, for any r 
fl,.,H(cp, O= 1 (;c~(cp)l{r’,(cp~ O- Ro(cp, 0) A,dcp).B,dcp) R;(cpt i) 
p f I 
+ (%,(cp)l~,(cp, i)A~(cp).B,(cp)l~,~(cp))ip(cp.i)(~B(’P) 
+ (L(cp)lRo(cp. i)lx,hdX~,~(cp)I 
- (L(cp) lr’,,(% iI %,,WX&9b)l. (2.9) 
By [3, Lemma 3.93 
sup sup Illl(.vJ ~A% i) A,,(‘,-% + ~*YJl.I,.K., < co. 
;di,+d-‘Rt x,cR’ 
Taking into account Lemma 2.5, this implies 
sup ~ Il(L~cp)l~,(cp~ i) ~,,IlA?,,,.W~,. q, < x. 
;QL,+c 2’0R 
By Lemma 2.4, this implies that the first term of 0,. ,H(cp, 0 satisfies 
(2.7) with 2 .’ replaced by A?%. ,. 
By Lemma 2.5 we can write 
x 1 = 4 -fu?Z)lrzl . e (U’2)k,l ‘1 3) tlz E L2(R;,). 
Then, setting i = i,, + e 2”“(p + ic), 
sup IIe ‘“‘z”xz’ R,(cp, 0 A/,(c~)lla,.w , < 3~. 
E # l-4 
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This implies by Lemma 2.4 that the second term of 6,, ,H(cp, [) satisfies 
(2.7) with 2 m-s replaced by XX and hence by XX, ,. 
The third term is written as follows: 
Here the first factor is seen as above to belong to S(.%, &) for E #O. By 
Lemma 2.2 the second factor satisfies (2.7) with .%‘--’ replaced by .#, and 
hence the third term satisfies (2.7) with G?-,’ replaced by .#= and 
consequently by N;. ,~. The same holds for the fourth and fifth term by 
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.2, respectively, and we have proved that 8,. , H(cp, i) 
satisfies (2.7) with &? .’ replaced by 2;. --s. 
The terms 8,{, , H(cp, [) with /I # CI are treated similarly, and the lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let I be u closed intercal. such that 
contains no three-body resonances, including threshold resonances. Then 
where I’ = r\ { 0, Ii., I sin 2q, Ii,{ I sin 2~p, Ii., I sin 24~ }. 
ProoJ 
K(cp, i)= (1 + A(% iI)- ‘WV, 0 
= (1 - A($% i))(l -A2(4”, i)) ’ H(cp, il. 
By the proof of [3] Theorem 3.1, all the operators of the matrix 
A(cp, i.,+e 2’V(p + k)) converge to 0 in norm as 1~1 + co, uniformly for 
EE I’, except the constant terms B,(cp)ldB(~)). It follows from the 
assumptions made, by [2] Lemma 2.2, that (1 + A(cp, R, + e ““‘(p + k)) ’ 
exists for all p E R, E E I’. We conclude that 
ll(1 + A(cp, i)) ‘II < K for ~ER,EEI 
and the lemma follows from Lemma 2.7. 
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LEMMA 2.9. f,-‘(xa)R,(cp,i)f,(x,~)(H,(cp)-i)E~(X) and 
sup !I./;’ (x/?) R,(cp* M(+J(~&)-i)ll <a, 
where sup: is taken over {c 1 dist(<, e *IV R + ) 2 6 > 0. 
Proof: We refer to [ 1, Appendix]. 
LEMMA 2.10. R,(cp, i) A,(cp)~3I(%‘, L~(R3,,)0L2(R:,)Jor14e 2icpF, 
and for 0 < 6 < tzO 
sup sup 
PER ,r:l6w-h 
II&(cp, & + e *“+‘(F + i&)) A,dc~)ll~,~. Lf(R$@L?(R$ < cc. (2.8) 
Proof: By assumption, Ap(cp)f, ‘(x,)x C,(q) is H,(q)-c-bounded. We 
have 
Mcp, i) 4k~)=f,(-q,bf, '(Q Mcp, i)f,(x,) C,dv). 
By Lemma 2.9, for g E X and dist([, R’) 2 6 > 0 
IIf., Y-Q) &(cp, i)fs&d C,(cp)gll 
5 KIIR,(cp, i) C,dcp)gll 5 K, llgll, 
and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 2.11. (dAcp)l v,(cp) Rdcp, i) Ap(qo)~Wx~ .%.,) und, selting 
< = i, + e *‘@(p + it), 
sup sup II (6,(cp)l v,(cp) Rdcp, i) Ap(v)il.wcx. .)y,,,, < =. pelt F~tz-d 
Proof: Since I, v,(cp) =fb,) h, h E L’(R),J we have (4,(cp)l 
V,(q) E a(Lf(R.&) 0 L’(R.&), (Lf(R;1J, and the lemma follows from 
Lemma 2. IO. 
LEMMA 2.12. (d;,(v)14(cp)e,.J(cp9 6)~@@’ I3 .X,.,1 mi 
SUP ii(Q,(cp)~~.(cp)e,.,~(cp,i)~t,,~-,.,~,~,< a, 
where ( runs ocer { [ = i, + (9 -2iv(p + it;)lpc R, 1~1 5 co - 6). 
Proof We have for g= {uh, u~}~=~.,~,;.E.~ 
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(4,(9)lA,(9) O,,“A(cp, i)g 
By Lemmas 2.11 and 1.1 (ii) the first term is uniformly bounded in 
S(X,.%x.,) for PER, IslscO-6. By [3,Lemma3.3], B,(cp)RO,(cp,<) 
A& cp) is uniformly bounded in a(.#‘) and hence by Lemma 2.11 the 
second term is uniformly bounded in a(.??, &, ,$) for p E R, I&] s .sO - 6. The 
last term is in &I(%, -,,, Zz. ,) by Lemma 1.1 (ii). This concludes the proof 
of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.13. The following limits exist in the operator norm topology for 
all 3, 0 5 9 <a, and p 2 0: 
A,(cp,j.,+e ‘@p) = lj~ A(9, i, + e 2’v(p f k)) E $3(4 ‘1. 
ProoJ: We refer to [4, Sect. 5; 83. 
LEMMA 2.14. The following limits exist in the operator norm topology for 
any p 2 0 such that i., + e ‘Iv p is not a resonance, a # 0, for 7 # 0, 
Yz,(q7, i.;.+e- ‘W IL)=!; Y!(cp, i.;.+e-“‘+‘(p& is))c.%(Lt(R6), Hz. ,) 
while 
Prooj 
y:(cp, i) = ($,(cp)lA,(cp) fl,.J-Qcpv i) + (~5,(9)lA,(9) oz.0 A(99 i) 
.(I + A(97 i))-’ W93 i). (2.10) 
According to Lemma 2.6, the first term can be written as 
<4,(v)IA,(v) e,.,Wn i) 
= (4Acp)lAAcp) c B,(9) Rd9, i) A,Acp).B,3(9) Ro,(9, i) 
11 + z 
+ (~75,(9)lA,(9) x B,(v) ($(93 i) - R0(9, [)}I ~,dcp))(~,,(cp)l. (2.11) 
f7#2 
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It follows from [3, Lemma 3.31 that B,,(q) RO,(cp, i) E :%?(Lf(R6), .X), 
hence by Lemma 2.11 the lirst term of (2.11 ) is in s(L.f(R’j), *FX, ,,). By 
Lemma 2.5 and the fact that/, ‘(x,) 6, V, E L2(R:z), this also holds for the 
second term. The third term is dealt with by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.11. 
For the term ($,(cp)lA,(cp) fl,,J(cp, <)(I + A(cp, 0) ‘Ncp, i) we use 
Lemmas 2.12 and 2.13 together with [2, Lemma 3.13, according to which 
the limits H,(cp, i,+e 2i”‘p)=lim,:,,, H(cp, i.,+e 2’“(~_+ic))~~(Lf(R6), 
.% ‘) exist in the operator norm topology. Since ($,(cp)l eg(Lf(R(‘), 
Sr,. ,), this concludes the proof of the lemma for 7 # 0. For 7 = 0 it follows 
in a similar way from (2.11), using [2, Lemma 4.43 and the fact that the 
operators ?,J cp, e - ‘IV p) are in .%($j). 
LEMMA 2.15. Assunze that ill + e ““F} contains no three-hod) 
resonances and i., is nor a threshold-resonance, a # 0. Then there exists a 
closed interval I containing 0 in its interior, such that 
() (,.,+e ““‘(p + i&)/p E R} 
rcl 
contains no three-body resonances, and./& .f e H’ 
a 
sup 
J II Yk(cp, i., + e ‘Yp + ic))f’l!$,,y dp < K(q) Ilj’ll.‘,. (2.12) LEI (0: R 
ProoJ By [3, Theorem 3.11, the set of three-body resonances is boun- 
ded. By assumption, each point of {i, + e “‘@R+) has a neighbourhood 
free from resonances. A compactness argument concludes the proof of the 
first part of the lemma. 
To prove (2.12) we use (2.10) and consider first the term 
(&,(cp)JA,(cp) O,.,H(cp, <) which is written as in (2.11 ). It follows from 
Lemmas 2.4 and (2.12) that for f‘~ .# 
B,,(cp) RF)(v, j., + e “@P(P + i&))f dp<K(q) WI:. (2.13) 
The second term of (2.10) is written as 
Using Lemmas 1.1 (ii), 2.2, and 2.5, we obtain for f‘~ .X 
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+e 2’u(/J +~~;))(i,I((P)l.l‘l;:,,, 4< NcpHfII2,. 
Finally, by Lemmas I. I (ii 1, 2.3, and 2.5, we have 
(2.14) 
sup r I (4Acp)l ~,(cp)lxp(cp)> &dcp9 j., + e “W + it))1 x~((P)) ccl -R 
x (4p(cP)I/‘II$,,. 4 <K(v) il.fll;. (2.15) 
By (2.12)-(2.15), the term ($,(cp)lA,(cp) 8,.,H(cp, [) satisfies (2.12). We 
now consider the second term of (2.10), which we write as 
(d,(9)lA,(9) O,.oA(cp, i) KC93 <I. 
It follows from Lemmas 2.8 and 2.12, that this term satisfies (2.12), and 
the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.16. The following limits e.rist in the operator norm topology for 
an), p 2 0 such that i.., + e ‘lsp is not a resonance, 7 # 0, 
Y,,,((p, i;. + e-2’pp) = lim Y,(9, 2; + e 
cl0 
“@‘(p f ic))~:d(Lf(R~)). 
Assume moreover that jar all 2, V, sati$es 
~EL~P(R~)~LI,,(R~)+L~?(R~)..~~~ somep>$ ads> I. (El 
Then the following limits exist in the operator norm topology for any p 2 0 
such that e - *lwp is not a resonance, 
y,, (99 e ‘lqp)= F,:: Y,(9, e-2’p(p_+ ifz))~B(X). 
Proof. 
Yl(9, i)=c (1 - M,(9)X4,(9)) A,(cp)O,.,K(cp, i) 
‘1 
-1 V,(cp) $39, i)(l + A,(9) 0,.,,Wcp, 0). 
By the proof of Lemma 2.14, for ;’ # 0, 
A.(9)~,.0~+(9,j.,+e -2’q~) = v; A,(P) 8,.oK(9. I., + e 2’Yp f it)) 
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exists in the operator norm topology of S?(Lt(R6)), and it is easy, using 
Lemma 2.10, to see that the same holds for 
WA R:,(cp, j.,+e ““p)( 1 + A,(9) H,,,K,(cp, i., + e-2’wp). 
This proves the lemma for 7 # 0. For y = 0 the proof is similar, factoring 
out.f,(x,) and using [3] Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5 and the proof of Lemma 2.14. 
LEMMA 2.17. Suppe that for ail a, V, satisfies (E). 
Assume that e- “+‘R + does not contain any resonance and that 0 is not a 
threshold resonance. Then there exists a closed interval I, containing 0 in its 
interior, such that 
contains no two- or three-body resonances, andfor f E H 
* 
sup J II Yb(9, (’ 2’vP(~ + iE)).fll$dp < K(9) Ilf I12. (2.16) CE/.,{O) R 
Proof: The first part of the lemma is proved as in Lemma 2.15. 
Moreover, 
Y,(cp,O=~ (1 - l4,(9)X~,(9)l) A,(9) ~,,Hcp, i) 
2 
-c V,(cp)R:(9,1)(1 +A.(cp)~,.,,Wcp,i)). 
2. 
We consider first the terms 
V,(9) R:‘(cp, i)=fk)f,%~) V,(9) R!j(cp, il. 
By Lemma 2.4, since ./, 2 v’;(9) E M$, we have for f E .# 
Next consider the terms 
A,(9) ~z.oWcp, i)= A,(9) O,.,H(cp, i) - A,(9) O,.,A(cp, i;) 
x (1 +A(99 0) -‘H(cp, 0. 
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We have, setting V:(cp)=f,; ‘(x,) V,(9), 
A,(9) ~,OWcp~ i) =f,(x,) c v:(9) Ro(9, i) V&90) Rp(9, 0. P # 1 
Replacing B,(9) by V:(9) in Lemma 2.7, we have 
sup 
I II V;(9) Ro(9, em. ‘YP + ic)) r+O,liplnlnZcp R 
x VP(~) &7(9, e z’w + us))fllzv 4J < K(9) llfllt, (2.17) 
and hence A,(9) U,.oH(9, [) satisfies the desired inequality (2.16). 
Moreover, setting g= (I +A(9, i))-‘H(9, i)f= (~6, e6;}nYz.,j..j we have 
49) 0, “A(9, i)( 1 + A(99 i)F ’ H(9, i)f 
=fF(xz) c 1 v:(9) R”(9, i)(l + I4u(9)X~/d9)1) A,,(9) up 
lJ+a 
- v:(9) &(9,i) A/?(cp).B,(cp) q9t i) Ap(9) up+ ~:(cp)Id&cp))%~. 
It now follows from (2.17) and the proof of [3, Theorem 5. I ] that 
IlA,(9) 6),,,A((p, e-*‘Q + ic))( I + A(9, e-2’o(p + ic)). ’ 
Thus, A,(9) O,.,K(cp, [) satisfies (2.16), and obviously also l4,(9)) 
(4,(9)l4(9) %d9, i) does. 
It only remains to consider the terms 
v,(9) R:(9, i) d(9) ~z,&(cp, i) 
=./-sb,) K(9) R:(cpt 0 A,(9) ox.0 W9> i). 
By [3, Lemma 3.33, VI(9) RY39, i)f,(x,) is uniformly bounded in 
S?(X), and by the above estimate of A.(cp)O,~,K(cp, [) this term also 
satisfies (2.16). The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.18. The following limits exist in the operator norm fopology for 
all p 2 0; for 7 # 0, 
G,(cp, L+e *“+‘p) = F,:: G( 9, i., + e *@(/A + it)) E .9(*, Lf(R6)) 
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G,(cp,e 2’“‘~)=limG(cp,e “‘Q+~E))E~(J?;,X). 
Cl0 
Prooj: We refer to [2, Lemmas 3.12 and 4.121. 
LEMMA 2.19. For ;’ = 0, ussume condition (E). 
The following identities hold for all p 2 0 such that ,i7 + e. ‘lpp is not a 
resonance; for 7 # 0, 
G,(cp, i;,+e 2’wp) Y,(cp, i.,+e -2’vp)= I on Lf(R6) 
while 
G&+~e-~‘~p) Y,(cp,e-2”P/i)=I on X. 
Moreocer jbr 7 # 0 und.f= (u, r,, rB, ??) E $ 
T;,(p) Y,.,(cp, i.;. +e ‘lvp) G+(cp. i.;. +e “‘+‘p)f= T,(p) T, 
while 
To(~) Yfl+(cp, e -2’w~0 G,(cp, e m2”“~).f= TO(P) u, for .fc 2:. 
Proof: By Lemmas 2.14 and 2.16, 
Y+(cp, i;.+e 2’“p)~A?(Lf(R6), c%‘,), for y#O 
Yt (cp, f Z’V,ll) E d( x, 2: ). 
The first identities then follow from Lemma 2.18 and the fact that by 
(1.2) 
G(cp, i) Y(cp, i) = (H(v) - i) J(v) R,(cp, i) Y(cp, i) 
=(Wcp)-i)R(cp>i)=A iEP(Wcp)). 
For the proof of the remaining identities we refer to [2, Lemmas 5.5 
and 5.73. 
3. SPECTRAL PROJECTIONS 
We define a spectral family for H(q) through the loop integral formula 
and prove that generically H(q) is a spectral operator. 
THEOREM 3.1. Lrr 0 < cp < a, let be (LX, p, 7, O), and assume that 
{&+e -*@F} contains no three-body resonances and rhat Aa is not a 
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threshold resonance. Assume moreocer that e *““F does no! contain any 
tnw-hod~~ resonances or zero-energ?* resonance for an!* h,, q # 0. For 6 = 0, 
assume condition (-E ). 
For all .f. g E .ti and an!, Bowl set A c R the Jollo\~~ing limits exist, 
- R((P. i.,s + e *lw(p - it:))} g) d/c. (3.1) 
There e.ris/ constants C(q) < x. such /hat ,/or all Bowl sets A c R and all 
L l7E.H 
I.%,(/;R; AlI 5 C(v) Il.fll IId. (3.2) 
Prooj: We consider the case 6 ~0, say 6 = 2. By the first resolvent 
equation and (1.2) 
= p 210, 2 r (R(-cp,i..+p”‘“(~+il:)).1; R(cp,i.,+e *‘“(p+il:))g)dp ll ‘.1 
= p 2,lo J( -cp) R,( -cp, i., +e?““(p + k)) Y( -cp, i., +e”“‘(p + ic))j; 
J(cp) R,(cp, )., + fJ ““(p+ic)) Y(cp,i,+e 2’v(p+iE))g)dp 
= e *w i*[, ?A - I -I cp i + e*‘@(p + it:)) Y,( - cp. i., + ezfw(p + ic)),f, 
Fx( cp, i, + e *lw(p + ic) Y,(c, i., + e ““(p+ic))~)dp+O(~) (3.3) 
since all the remaining terms go to 0 as E JO. For the proof of this we refer 
to [2b, Lemma 7.21. 
We further obtain from (3.3), using the first resolvent equation and 
Lemmas 2.15 and 1.6 
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C(P) T,(P) Y, + (cp, )-, + e ““P) g) 4 
=e2’lp j (T,(P) Y,+(-cp,j.,+~~~‘“p)S, T&c) Y,+(~,~.,+e 2’v,u)g)r,dp. n 
(3.4) 
Here 
T,(p) Y,+(cp, j., + e 2’“~)/ 
= T,(P)($,(cp)lf+ T,(p) Yk +(cp, j., + e-““p)j; 
where T,(p)(4,(cp)lf~ L2(Sf.Z) is defined for a.e. p E R by T,(p)(d,(cp)lf= 
(($AcP)lf)(P9 .), using polar coordinates, and 
T,(p) Yi+(cp, R,+e -““,u)=fiz T,(p) Y,+(cp, i.,+e m2’v(p+ ic)) 
in L2(R, L’(Sf.,)), the limit existing by Lemmas 1.6 and 2.15 and the well- 
known theory of vector-valued Hardy functions (cf. [5]). 
Moreover, by Lemmas 2.15 and 1.6, for .fE .R 
and hence 
d[ IIT, y, + (cp. E., + CJ 2’c ml:, 5 C,(cp) ll.rll:. (3.5) 
From (3.5) we get by Schwarz’ inequality, for any Bore1 set A G R 
(T,(P) Y, + t-e j.,+e2’“pOl; T,(P) Y,+(cp, j.,+e 2’vp)L~,s;,, dp 
5 [ IIT, Y,+(--cp, &+e 
{ 
I 2 
2’vpOj’ll:,dp 
d ‘l I 
1.2 
I:~,bc) Y,+(cp,i,+e 2’@pOgll:,& 5 C*(v) Ilfll . llgll, 
and the theorem is proved for 6 E {z, /I, y). For 6 = 0 the proof is similar, 
replacing k, by I;, and utilizing Lemmas 1.5 and 2.16. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Assume that the conditions of‘ Theorem 3.1 ure satisfied. 
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The operators E,(cp, A) E 9(X) are defined.for 6 E { (12), (23), (31), 0) and 
for all Bore1 sets A by 
U E,(cp, A ) g) = e *” &Jj; g; A ). (3.6) 
THEOREM 3.3. The operators E,(cp, A) ure untformly bounded, i.e., 
IIEg(cp, A)11 5 C(q) < x for all Bore1 sets A E R, and satisjv the following 
conditions: 
(i) E,(cp,A,)E,(cp,Az)=E,(cp,A,nA,), 
(ii) Edcp, A,)E,(cp, A,)=O,for 6211, 
(iii) E6(~,lJ;=,An,)f=x,?=1 E*(cp, A,), for .f~# and dinA,=@, 
i #.i, 
Proof The uniform boundedness of the operators E,(cp, A) follows 
from (3.2). Property (iii) follows from the countable additivity of the 
sesquilinear forms, 
which in turn follows from the expression for 9&(f, g; A) given by the right 
hand side of (3.4). Property (iv) follows from the expression of S&,(j; g; A) 
as the limit of the right hand side of (3.1) as c JO. Finally, (i) and (ii) are 
proved in the same way as [2b, Lemma 7.61. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Assume that none of the thresholds are three-body 
resonances or eigenvalues, that { i, + e 2’e R + } contains no three-body 
resonances .for any 6, and {e *IV F} contains no two-body resonances or 
eigenvalues and suppose that condition (E) is satisfied, Let {I., . ‘. i., 1 be the 
set of discrete eigenvalues of H(q), and let E,(cp, ;.,) be the projection defined 
b.V 
E,(cp, I.,) =$ Jr, B(cp, r) d5, 
where I’, is a circle centered at ).,, separating Ai from the rest of the spectrum 
of H(v). 
Then H(q) is a spectral operator with the family of spectral projections 
E(cp, Q) defined for Bore1 sets R c R2 by 
E(cp,Q)=CE(cp,Qn {i,+e-*““R+})+ 1 E,(cp,R,). 
6 i,e R 
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Remark 3.5. The assumption of absence of two- and three-body 
threshold resonances and eigenvalues is satisfied generically. i.e., except for 
a discrete set of coupling constants {K,), IK,,/ +n . ~ CC. For a given 
K $ (K,, I, the number of discrete eigenvalues of H(q) is finite, and except 
for a finite number of values of cp E (0, rr - c], {i,, + e ‘IV R + ) contains no 
three-body resonances and {e -*ly,R + ) contains no two-body resonances. 
4. WAVE OPERATORS 
We define the inverse channel wave operators F,? (cp, A) and Fat (cp, A) 
as follows. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 we define the 
operators F,, (cp, A) E a(.%?, L’(Ri,)), 6 E {z, /I, ;,} by setting for f E .X 
(F,,(cp, A)~)(P)=L,(P) T,(P) Y,,(cp. L+e *'"PO/: 
Here T,(p) ($,(cp)lf is defined by expressing the Fourier transform in Hz 
of (4,(q)/ f in polar coordinates, identifying L*(Rj<,) with L’(R +, A,,), i.e., 
T,W)(d,(cp)lf= (*% (~z(cp)lf)(P. .)? for a.e. 1( E R + 
while 
T,(P) Y:,(cP~ k + e 2’vp) = !j,:: T,(p) Y:(cp, i., + em *‘@(p + ic)) 
exist in L’(R, h6) by Lemmas 2.15 and 1.6. Assuming moreover that (E) is 
satisfied, we define F, + (q) E get(X) by setting for .f~ .R - 
(f-u,(cpt A)f)(~)=x.h) TO(P) Y,,,(cp,e ?N: 
Here 
T”(P) 
( 
-21+cu - 14,(v))<4,(v)l f=.P 
> ( 
.r-C I4,(cp))(4,(cp)l.f‘ 
> 
(PI 
I I 
ussing polar coordinates in momentum space, and 
exists in ,C.‘( A, A,,) by Lemmas 2.16 and 1.6. 
The main objective of this section is to prove completeness of the wave 
operators. We start with some preliminary Lemmas. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Under rhe assumptions qf‘ Dqfinition 4.1, jar 6 E (2, /3, ;‘, 0 ) 
the operutor F,, (cp, A) is bounded and one-to-one ,fiom E,(cp, A) .R into 
L’( A, A,) bvith a bounded inoerse F,,‘((p, A) satifving 
IIFJcp, A)l, I F,,( -cp, A)ll 
Proof: Let 6 E (r, [j, 7 }, say d = x, and consider F,, . Boundedness 
follows from Lemmas 2.15 and I .6. 
For .L g E I?“, by Theorem 3. I and Definition 3.2 
CL E,(cp, A) g) = e21w i ( T,(p) Y, , ( - cp. i, + e2’Pp))f, 
*,I 
T,(P) Y,, (cp, j., + r .2’v~)~)r, 4 
=+“(F,, (-cp)f; F,+(cp)g),.> I‘,. r+,). (4.1 1 
Hence 
5 sup IIF,-( -cp> n).fll~ IhF,+(cp, n)gl’ 
Ic.K.1111 -1 
= IIF,+(-cp, A)l:. IIF,, (cp, A)glI. 
For S = 0 the lemma follows in the same way from Lemmas 2.16 and 1.6, 
Theorem 3.1, and Definition 3.2. 
LEMMA 4.3. !f f~.#’ and E,(cp, A)f=O, then I;b+(q, A)f=O, 
d E (2, p, i’, 0). 
Proof: Consider F,, , 6 E (a, /?, y), say 6 = a. By Theorem 3.3 
E,( cp. d),f= 0 for all (? 5 A. Hence for all g E Lj( R6) and all d’ 2 A 
“p(A4 Y,+(- cp, i, + pe21v) g. T,(p) Y, + (cp, i, + Fe m2rw)f)A, dp = 0. 
, 
(4.2) 
Let {g,) be a countable, dense subset of Lf(R6). 
Then by (4.2) there exists a null set N c A such that for p E A\N and 
n= 1, 2, . . . 
(T,(P) Y,+(-cp,i.,+~e"~)~,,, T,(P) Y,+(cp,,'.,+~e- "")f)k,=O. (4.3) 
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By Lemmas 2.14 and 1.6, for fixed p E A\N 
T,(p) Y,+(-cp, j., +P~‘“)E.W:(R”), A,), 
hence (4.3) extends by continuity to all go Lf(Rh). 
Set g = G,, ( - cp, i., + ,&‘W) h, h E Xi, r 
By Lemma 2.18, g E Lf(R”), and by Lemma 2.19 we obtain, inserting 
such g in (4.3 ), for all h E A$, ,, 
(T,(P) h, T,(P) Y,+(cP~ & +~e-*‘~)f)~,=O. (4.4) 
Since T,(p) maps L,Z(R:,) onto A,, we conclude from (4.4) that for p E A\N 
T,(p) Y,+(cp,i.,+w -*‘“)f)=O 
so 
F,+(cp, A)f =O in L*(A, A,). 
For 6 = 0 the proof is similar, using Lemma 2.16 instead of Lemma 2.14. 
LEMMA 4.4. ForfEX, A a Borelset in R, 6~ {(12), (23), (31),0} 
F,,(cp, A)/‘= F,,(cp. A) E,(cp, A)f: 
If 15 A, [hen for f E E,(cp, d) X 
F,t (cp, &f= F,,(cpt A)J 
Proqf: This is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.5. For all 6, the operators F,,(cp, A) map E,(cp, A) onto 
L*(A, Aa). 
Proof: Let 6 = 01. By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4 it suffices to prove that 
L#(F,,(cp, A)) is dense in L2(A, /I,). Let he L2(A, k,) and assume that for 
all f‘E& 
(k Fz+ (cp, A)f )/.qc,. A,, = 0. (4.5) 
In particular, for d’ E A and j’replaced by g = E(q, d)L by Lemma 4.4 
F,,(cp. A)g=Fz,(cp, I?)/ 
and (4.5) yields for all f E A? and all d’s A 
1 VG). T,(P) Y,+(cp, j., + w *‘p)f ),+,dcL = 0. (4.6) dA 
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In particular, (4.6) holds for alIfE Lz(Rb). Then we proceed in the same 
way as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 to prove that h(p) = 0 for p E A\, N, and 
the theorem is proved. 
For 6 = 0 the proof is similar, using Lemmas 2.16, 1.6, 4.2, and 4.4. 
DEFINITION 4.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 the local wave 
operators W, k (cp, A) are defined for 6 E { r, /I, 7, 0) by 
W,,(cp,4=F&!h4~. (4.7) 
We set 
w,,(cp)= W,,(cp, R + I= W,,(cp, R). 
THEOREM 4.7. Wg* (cp, A) maps E,,,(cp, A) Xd one-to-one and hicon- 
tinuously onto Eb( cp. A) X. Moreover, for j 5 A 
&((P~ 2) wa,((~, A)= W,,(cp, A) E,.,(cp, & (4.8) 
where { Eb. dcp, A ) } is the spectral measure qf - A,.,/2n. .for r # 0, 
{ E,,,(cp, A)} being the spectral measure of H,. 
Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.5. 
The intertwining relation is proved as follows. We note that (4.8) is 
equivalent to 
It follows from Lemma 4.4, that the left hand side of (4.9) equals 
F,, (cp, d). Moreover, for cx # 0 
hence the right hand side of (4.9) equals F,,(cp, d). Using the analogous 
formula for 6 = 0, we conclude the proof. 
5. THE LIMIT cp + 0 + 
What do the results obtained for the dilated operators imply about the 
original Hamiltonian H? In order to answer this question we have to 
investigate the limits of operators such as the components of the resolvent, 
spectral projections, and wave operators as cp -+ 0 + . The main result, given 
in Theorems 5.9 and 5.12, is that the inverse channel wave operators 
F, + (cp) converge strongly as cp + 0 + to the corresponding inverse channel 
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wave operators F, + for H in the energy range (n,, i.:) associated with the 
same channel x. Moreover, if $ is a dilation-analytic vector, F,, (cp) ti(cp) is 
an analytic extension of F,, $. We do not obtain similar results for other 
channel wave operators. In particular, the method does not yield infor- 
mation about cross-channel scattering and asymptotic completeness for H. 
In this section we make the following uniformity assumptions on V, for 
some s> 1, p>i. 
(Al u) (i) For every cp E I, V( cp) has a decomposition 
such that 
V,(cp)EL”nL;\! V,(cp)E L,‘; 
The function V,(q) is continuous from (-u, u) into L” and from (-u, (I) 
into Li,, while V?(q) is continuous from ( -u, u) into L;>. 
Moreover, for every (p,, E ( -a, a) there exists fi(q+)) > 0 and 
F,, E Lp n L:, such that 
I v,(-v)l -I F,,&vL for Iq-qo(~6((p,)..u~R3. 
(ii) For a = (12) (23). (31) the operators h, have no positive eigen- 
values and for 0 < cp 2 ‘pO the operators h,(q) have no resonances. 
(A2u) (i) V(q) satisfies (Alu) (i) withp replaced by 2~ and Ll, replaced 
by L;,; 
(ii) identical with (Alu)(ii). 
Remurk. The absence of positive eigenvalues has been proved under 
weak regularity conditions on V. Moreover, assumption C implies that 
there exists cpo>O such that h,(q) have no resonances for O<cp <cpo 
(cf. Remark 1.5). Under these conditions we shall now investigate the limit 
v-+0+, utilizing the uniform estimates of [3. Sects. 4 and 51. 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume Ihut r’,.vufi.~~e.s(Alu)./i~rr=(12), (23), (31). Then 
for r#/l, 6~ [(12), (23), (31),0) 
lim B,(cp) R,,. (q, i., + e 
V-0, 
~‘y,~OAp(~)=B,Ro+(j.h+~OA,I 
in the norm ?/2(X’), unijorml~*fiv p E R [fS = 0 und.fbr p E ( - cc, I& 11 i/ 
6 # 0. 
Proof: For 6 # 0 
B,(cp)R,,+(%i.,+e ““~))A,(cp)=e”“B,((~) RO(j.6e2’v+p)Ap((P) 
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Ucp) &,+(a e 2’V) A8(9)=e2’@ k(9) Rn+ (~1 A,,(cp). 
We write R,+(P) = R,,(P) if p~p(ffJ.) 
The lemma now follows from results of [3, Sect. 51. 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume that V, safi.~fies (A 1 u) .for x = ( 12) (23), (3 1). Then 
jar r # /I, 6 E { ( 12) (23), (3 1 ), 0) the following limits exist in the norm of 
a( .x; ). 
lim B,(9) Rz+(cp,i.,+e -2’~p)AI(9)=B3R~+(j.(r+~)AI, 
cp-0. 
uniformly for p E R ~j- 6 = 0 und for p E ( - x, 1 j., I] !f 6 # 0. 
Proqf: For 6 # 0 
B,(9) Rz +(9, j.,, + cziv PI) A,(9) = e210, B,(9) R!j(e2’“i.,, + p) A,(9) 
while for 6 = 0 
B,(9) Rl’+.(cp, 4 2’V)=e2’v B,(9) R;+(p) A,(cp). 
In momentum representation 
e2” B,(9) R3e2’*k, + P) A,(9) 
= e”“’ B,(9) rl)(c?‘in + p -pz/2n,) A,(9) 
and 
where 
r:‘(i) = r,(i) - I4,(9))0., - i) ‘<4,(9)l. 
By the proof of [3, Lemma 3.161, e2’PB,(9) rz,+,([) A,(9) is norm- 
continuous as a W(L’(R3,,))-valued function, uniformly for ~EC\F, 
including the boundary values on R’. 
This implies that the following limits exist, uniformly for ~(ER+ and 
I)~E R’, in the norm of g(L*(Rt,)) 
lim eZla B,(9) r~(e2’v& + I-( -pi/2nx) A,(9) 
v-0. 
= B, rz(i., + p -p:/2n,) A,. 
Integrating over p,, we obtain the lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Under the ussumptions of Lemma 5.2 the following limits 
exist in the norm of A$?(.%‘), uniformly .for p E R if 6 = 0 and for 
PE(--3C, I,.,11 ifszo, 
ProoJ 
B,(cp) R”p+ (cp, j., + e *“p) A&v) 
= B,(cp) Ro+ (cp, 4 + e-*“+‘p)( 1 - 141,(cp)) 
x (QB(~)I)AIc(~).BS(cp)Rll+(cp, &+e-Z’“~)A,Acp). 
The lemma now follows from Lemmas 1.1 (ii), 5.1, and 5.2. 
LEMMA 5.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 the jid/owing limits 
exist in L*(R, A?) for f E Xx, 
lim x,(cp) Alj(cp, tlx, + r2y,) f,(cp, e-2’ppoJ 
v-0. 
=x,Ap(f,x,+fz~‘~)r’,+(cp)j: 
Proqf: We have 
%,(v)A,dcp, fl-~,+f2y,)~,(cp,e -2’p~)-~1Ap(t,,~,+f2?.,)iI+(~) 
= M(P)-x.) A,(cp, tlx, + f2.~,) i,(cp, e. 2’q~) 
+,x,(Ap((~, ~l-~,+~2~,)-AAl,(~,x,+~2~,))~,(cp, e - 2w/4 
+ %,Afl(l,.y, + ~2r,)(~,(v, e 2’rp~) - i,, (p)) 
= L,(cp) + L*(cp) + LACP). 
By Lemma 2.2 
sup i IMdfll:, dpSM,(cp) IIL((P)-xx I(*, (5.1) IE.6. II/II = 1 R 
where M,(q) is given by (2.1). Since x,(q) is a continuous L*-valued 
function of q, (5.1) implies 
sup 
/ax,. II/II = I J R 
!IL,(cp)f II: 4 T 0. 
Also by Lemma 2.2 
sup I Ilr-z(v)f il.‘, 4 S M,(v) Ilx, II29 (5.2) 
/E.IYJ. II/II = I R 
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where M?(cp) is given by (2.2) with A,{(cp, tzv,) replaced by 
A,d% ~*Yx)-A,,(~*Yx). 
By the uniform version of [3] Lemma 2.5, given in [3, Theorem 4.21, we 
obtain 
SUP SUP SUP I((Ap(% tz.Y,) 
/e.Jf‘iII/II=I rzo I,rl~~Kl 
-A,(f,p,)){~,(cp,i.,+e-Z’p(~+i~)) 
- tl( cp, i., + e -*y/l - iE)))(A$(cp, I,):,) - q(~*vJ.Lf)I llD’cI. 0. 
By the proof of [6, Theorem 6.41, for fixed p0 
sup SUP SUP I(A,(% !zYz) 
/‘E.K,. If=1 r>o Ij1I~p.l 
- A,(f,.~,))(~,(4h i, + 4 *‘W + j&)1 
- F,(cp, A, +e-“% - ic))}(A$(cp, r2v,)- AB(f2.vZ))I T 0 
and consequently 
Finally, 
= (e 2’p-1)~IAP(I,.~,+fZ~~2)(-n,.1/2n,+i.,e””-~)-’ 
+%,Ap(tlX,+12L..){(-A,.,/2n,+i,e2’”-~)~~’ 
- (- A,.J2n, + %,- p) ;‘} 
= L‘dcp) + Mcp). 
Clearly, L,(q) --+‘p+O+ 0 in 99(Sr,, L*(R, 2)). 
It is proved in the Appendix that L,(cp)f hp +o, 0 in L*(R, 2) for 
fE Wz, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 5.5. Assume that V, satisfies (Alu). Then forfg .JV the following 
limits exist in L*(R, X), 
lim Ucp) R,+(cp, e 2’vP)f= B,Ro+(P)1: 
U-O- 
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Prooj: We have 
Ucp) R”,(% 1’ “@/I) = e2’“l B,(q) RO+ (p) 
and hence in momentum representation 
(e”‘B,(cp) - &I R,+(P) = (~~“‘+‘B,(cp)- 4) rox +@-pi/2n,). 
It is then proved as in Lemma 2.3 that 
1 
4n’ SUP sup c { lI(@‘Wcp)- B,) 4,. (p,fll: 45 M(cp)), ,t K. II/II 7 I C>O ‘R 
where 
ssup sup I(e”PB,(cp)-B,){r,,+(~)-r, (PO1 
IEI.‘(R;,I. I /‘I’= I ,,cR 
. (1J 2w B3cp)- q)/;f)l. 
It now follows from results of [3] that M,(q) +V-+,,- 0 and the lemma 
is proved. 
LEMMA 5.6. Under the conditions (Alu) the following limit exists in 
L’(R, jF; ,) for fc X 
ProoJ This follows from (2.6), (2.8), (2.9) by Lemma 5.3 with 6 =O, 
5.4, and 5.5. 
LEMMA 5.7. Suppose that the conditions (Alu) are sutisfied. Assume 
moreover, that there exists ‘p. > 0 such that for 0 5 cp 5 ‘pO the operators 
H(q) hate no resonances in the sector UC)< ‘p s ,+,,{ e ‘Is R’}, no zero-energy 
resonance, und no positive eigencalues. Then the following limit exists in 
L’(R+,.% ,)fbrfeX, 
Proof This follows from Lemmas 2.13 and 5.6, [2, Lemma 4.73, and 
the proof of [3, Theorem 5.11. 
LEMMA 5.8. Suppose that the conditions (A2u) are satisfied and assume 
that the operators H(q) hu,e no resonances in U ( cp s ~,) {e -2’cp F}, no 
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zero-energy resonance, and no positive eigenvalues. Then the jollowing limit 
exists in L*( R + , X; dp) fiw j’E JV, 
lim Yo, (cp, e 2’o’ p)S= G + (P).C 
v-0. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.16, Yo+(cp, e ““p).f exists for O< cp <cpo in 
.4?(.#, L’(R, X, +) and is given by 
-c v,(cp) R:‘+(cp, e *““p)(l + A,(cp) fl,,,,K+(cp, em.2’vp)). 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.16 we set V:(q) =J‘, ‘(x,) V,(q). Consider 
first the terms 
v,(cp) R:+(cp, e 2’v~) 
=f,(-v,). { V:(cp)(l - I~,(cP))(~,(cP)~) R,+(cp, e “‘P) 
- v,(cp) Rt+ (m em2’“~0 A,(cp).B,(cp) Ro+(cp, e 2’vp)). 
By Lemma 5.2 with B,(q) replaced by V%(v) and Lemma 5.5 with B,(v) 
replaced by V:(q) in the first term, it follows that for f~ 3y; 
in L2(R l , Lf(R3,,) @ L’( RQ). 
Next consider the terms 
A,(v) o,.oK+(cp, e 2’“) 
= A,(v) ~,.oH, (cp, e -*“P)-A,(v) u,.oA +(cp, e-“v/O 
.(I +A,(cp,e ““p)) ’ H-(cp,e-2”“p). 
The term A,(v) O,~,H+(a e 2’op) is obtained on replacing B,(q) by 
.f;(.~) V:(v) in ~~,~,,H + (cp, e --2iV p), and it follows as in the proof of Lemma 
5.6 that for f‘~ X the following limit exists in L*( R +, Lf( R3,,) 0 L2( Rj,)), 
.liy A,(v) ~~,.,,H+(cp. cJ 2’w~)f=A.~~..,,H +(cp)f: 
Moreover, setting 
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we get 
A.(cp)~~,.0A+(cp,e 2’vp)(1 +A+(cp, e ““,u)) -‘H, (cp,e 2/vp),f 
BY Lemmas 5.6 and 2.13, [2, Lemma 4.73, and the proof of [3, Theorem 
5.11, there exist the limits 
lim 4dvp, ~0 = uAPL) in L’(R’, .X) 
v-0, 
lim a,(cp, P) = CJAP) 
v -0. 
in f.‘(R+, XX. ,). 
Then it foIlows from Lemma 5.1 with B,(q) replaced by v:(q) and 
Lemma 5.2 that the following limit exists in LZ(R+, Lz(Rt,)@ L*(Rt,,)) for 
fE*rn, 
lim A,(cp)6),,0A+(cp,e ““p)(l +A+(cp,e 2’vp)). lH+(p,e-Z”pp)f 
v-0. 
=A.~,.oA+(p)(l +A +(P)) ‘H+(P)J 
It only remains to consider the terms 
v,(v) R:+(cp, L>-~‘“P) A,(q) e,.,,K+(cp, E-“‘P) 
=L(-G). V;(v) R:‘+(cp, e ‘Iv ~c)f,b-,) 
.f v Yx,) A,(v) ~,.oK+(v, e-2’vp). 
It was shown above that in L2(R +, s?‘) 
lim f, Y.v,) A,(v) oZ.OK+(~l e-2’vti)f =f r ‘(-c) A.o,.o K+(cp)f v-o. 
By Lemma 5.2 with B,(q) replaced by V:(q) and A,(q) byfT(x,) it now 
follows that for f E .X in L2( R +, L’(R:,) 0 ,C.2(R,:u)) 
lim v,(cp) R!+(cp, em2”p)A,(cp) ~,,oK+(cp, e 2’v~)f 
VP-O, 
= V,R:+(v) 4fl,,oK+(~)/; 
and the lemma is proved. 
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THEOREM 5.9. Under the assumption of Lemma 5.8 the following limits 
exist in L2(R +, A,) for .~E ,X, 
lim Fo+(cp,R’)f=Fo+(R’)f, (5.3) 
v *o, 
where F,, (R’ ) is the zero-element of the local inverse wave-operator 
F, (R + ). Let f E L3(R6) he an S,-dilation-analytic vector. The Au-valued 
function 
z = p - leiv + 7’,(/,2) e-2w ~o+(cp,e-2'p~2)f(~r~~=go(z) 
is analytic in z for 0 < cp < (po, 0 c p c co and continuous .for 0 5 cp 5 cpo, 
0 5 p < x, except for cp = 0 and p2 an eigenvalue of H. For 0 5 cp 5 ‘pO 
(Fo+(cp, R’)f(e”+‘))(p)=~~+(p)g~(fi(-“~e’~). (5.4) 
For any Bore1 set A c R’ and f, g E .%? the following limits exist, 
km (.L Eo(cp, A) g). (5.5) 
w-04 
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 1.6 and 5.8 that in L’(R’, R,) 
lim xRrbL) T,(P) Y;+(cp,e ““p)f=%RA(p) TO(P) rb+(p)f. 
v-0, 
Clearly, in L2(R + , A,) 
-21+x (I- ld,(v))($,((P)I) f 
I > 
and (5.3) follows. 
Let f E Lf(R“) be SO-dilation-analytic. Then, with co = t(2m)3”2, 
go(z) = cop2 e-2’p;to(p(2m)1’2) 9 Yo+(cp, e -2iV p2) f (kp) 
= cgz -2~o((2m)‘i2) U(p) 9Y,+(cp, e. 2iWp2)f(e’P) 
= coz2 yo(2m)“‘) yU(p ‘) Yo+(cp, eC2’, p2) U(p) U(p ‘)f(elV) 
= C” z 2~o(2m)‘~2)~Yo+(;,z-2)f(z). 
By [2, Lemma 4.181, Yo+(z, z 2, is a &3( Lf(R6), X)-valued, analytic 
function of z, and f(z) is by assumption an Lz(R6)-valued, analytic 
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function of z in {z/O < cp < ‘p,), p >O}, hence K”(Z) is analytic in this 
domain. 
By [2] Lemma 2.9, the following limit exists in the uniform operator 
topology for all p 2 0 such that p is not an eigenvalue of H, 
Y,, (,u) = !i; Y,(p + ic)~.d(Lf(R”), X). 
It is easy to show that if p’ is not an eigenvalue (or zero-energy 
resonance) of H, then 
.li+y, Yn+ ((D, e *‘V~J~) = Yn, (~‘1 in .g( L(R6). X). 
This implies the continuity of g”(z) for 0 5 cp 2 cpO, (J 2 0. The identity 
(5.4) holds by Definition 4.1. Finally, (5.5) is proved in a similar way using 
(4. I ). Note that the limit is not expressible in a simple way by the F,(R + )f 
and F,( R ‘- ) g. 
WC shall now prove the analogous results for the operators 
Y,+(cp, /I,-tLJ ‘@p) and F,+(cp, R+). 
LEMMA 5.10. Assume rhar (Al u) is satisfied and that H( cp) has no 
resonances in IJ ,) < ~ S ~,, ( i., + e ‘lPR ’ ). Then for any p E [0, i.; - i,] such 
rhar 2, + p is not an eigenvalue of H or threshold resonance if p = 0, 
11 = ii - i,, rhe jbllowing limit exists in the operator norm topology of 
3Wf(R6), L(R;‘.,)), 
lim Y,(cp, i., + c 2rQp). 
$1 . 0 , 
The convergence is unvorm in an; closed interval free from eigenvalues and 
thresholds. 
Prooj It follows from Lemmas 2.14, 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 and (2.11) that in 
.WLfW), K. ,I 
= (dxIA.~,.oH+(i.,+~). 
The second term in (2.10) is treated similarly, using Lemmas 2.12-2.14 
and 5.1-5.3 to prove that in S3(Lf(R6), .#Z, ,) 
lim (~,(cp)lA.(cp)H,.,A+(cp, j-,+e-2’vp) V-.0. 
x(1 +A+(cp,i.,+e ““p)) ‘H, (cp, i., + e 2’Vp) 
= (~~IA,H,.oA+(j.,+~)(l -A+(j.,+p)) ‘H+(j.,+p). 
This proves the lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.11. Assume that (Alu) is sarisfied and that H(q) have no 
resonances in uOG ‘p S .,{ A, + e *I0 R + } and H has no eigenvalues or 
threshold resonances ii [i,, i:]. Then .for .f E 2 the following limit exists in 
L*((O, i: - 2,); X,, ,) 
lim Y:+(cp, i.,+e -““p)/= Y~+(i.,+~)/: 
v-0. 
Prooj: By Lemma 5.10, the above limit exists for JE Lf(R”) in 
CO( [0, & - i.,]; Lf(R;I,)) and hence in I!,*( (0, j.!, - i,); .#i. ,). 
Using the results of [3, Sect. 51 it is easy to prove that Lemma 2.15 
holds with the constant K(q) of (2.12) independent of cp for O< q~ scpo. 
Since Lf(R”) is dense in 2, the lemma follows. 
For any Bore1 set A c [j.; - ).,I and L K E H’ the following limit exists, 
lim (.A UA A) RI. (5.6) ul .o. 
Prooj: It follows from Lemmas 1.6 and 5.11 that in L*( [ii - i.,]; R,) 
km X[O. i; 
v *o, 
j.,](P) Tx(P) Y:+(cP, irz +(’ ““PO1 
= %ro. i; ;,,(P’) T,(P) v:+O., + pJ.1: 
Clearly, in L*( [i: - j.,]. &,) 
lim I[o.j.; ;..,(P) T,(~)($Acp)lf=~ro.;; ;,J(P) T,(/~)($,lf, 
v +o. 
and the first part of the theorem is proved. 
Let j’be S,-dilation-analytic. Then, with C, = t(2nZ)3’4, 
g,(z) = T,(y’) Y,, (cp, A, +e ““p*)./‘(z) 
= c,pI;* p-w * ;,:, (p(2n.)‘j’) 9 Y,+(cp, i., + e -“vp’)f(e’v) 
=czZ If*;,1 ((2n,)“) CJ(p).FYy,, (cp, il+e-“Op’)f(e’v) 
c,z ‘,2V,((2n,)‘,2)9U(p-‘) Y,+(cp, i,+e 2rtpp2) U(p)J‘(z) 
= c, z “*y,((2n,)’ ‘)3Yr,+(z, i,+z *)f(z). 
By [2, Lemma 3.193, Y,, (z, i., + z ‘) is a %(Lf(R6), .#X)-valued, 
analytic function of z, andf(z) is by assumption an L.:(R”)-valued, analytic 
function in {z IO < cp < cpO, p > 0). The continuity in (z IO 5 cp s rp,, 
0 5 p 5 (i.; - 13)“*} follows from Lemma 5.10. The identity (5.4) holds by 
Definition 4.1. Finally, (5.5) is proved in a similar way, using (4.1). Note 
that the limit is not expressible in a simple way by the F,, (d)f and 
F,+(~)R. 
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THEOREM 5.12. Cinder the assumptions of L.emma 5.11 the following limit 
exisls in L2((i: - i.,; R,)for f 6 .%“, 
lim F,+(cp, Ci.;-i.,l)f=F,+([/I:-j.,l)f, (5.7) 
W-O- 
nlhere F,,([i.:-i.,]) is the cr-elemenr of F+([i.:-i,]). Ler feLf(R6) be 
an S,-dilation-analytic vecror. The &,-valued function 
“_ -- P -‘e’“-+g,(z)= Tx(p2)e-“+‘:‘2 Y,+(cp, i,+e-2’vp’)f(e’v) 
is analytic in 2 for 0 -C cp < cpo, 0 <p < x, and continuous for 0 s cp 2 (po, 
Osp=<(%:--i.,)“* except for cp = 0 and p such that A, + p2 is an eigenvalue 
of H. 
ForO<cp<cp,,pER+ 
(F,+(cp, R+)f)@)=g,(~ 1’2e’rp)3 (5.8) 
For cp = 0, ,u E [0, j.k - i,], 
(F,+(Cj.:-~,l)f)(~c)=g,(~ “2). (5.9) 
For any Bore1 set A c [I.: - i.,] and j; g E .Z? rhe following limit exists, 
lim (1; E,(cp. A) g). (5.10) 
m-o- 
Proof: It follows from Lemma 5.11 and (1.3) that in L*( [ii - i,], A,) 
lim Xro.r;-j.,l(P) T,(P) ~T+(cp~~z+e-2’P~))f 
v-0. 
=x[o.~.;..~,~(P) T,(P) K+(i.,+p)f 
Clearly, in L2( [i: - i,], A,) 
lim ~p.r;-;.,,(I~) TJ~)($,(cp)l =X~o.i;--j..~(P) TJP)(~~LL 
0-O. 
and (5.7) is proved. 
Let f E Lf(R6) be S,-dilation-analytic. Then we obtain as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.9, with c, = j(2n,)3’4, 
g,(z) = cx z “2 y,((2n,)‘!‘) & Y,+(z, i, + z- ‘)f(z). 
By [2, Lemma 3.191, Yz+(z, A,+z 2, is a A?(Lf(R6), A?&)-valued, 
analytic function of z, hence the analyticity. The continuity in 
(zl0~cp~cp0,0=< p s (%:-ix)“‘} follows from Lemma 5.10. The identity 
(5.8) holds by Definition 4.1 and (5.9) by the usual definition of the inverse 
local wave operators. Finally, (5.10) is proved using (4.1). 
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PROPOSITION. For f E Xx, 
~,A,(r,x, + f2y,){ ( - AyJ2n, + i., ez’y, - p)-’ 
-(-Ay,(2n,+j,,-~),‘}f~O in L’(R, H’). 
Proc$ Let f E Xx and E > 0 be given. Choose K such that 
where M, is given by (2.2). Then by Lemma 2.2 
sup llXlV,,,Y,, j K} L,(cp)f I! ,:,...,,5~. 3 (Al 1 O>O 
The functions A,( f, I, + t,y,)( - Ax,/2n, + i, eZio - p) - ’ are continuous 
as functions of x, with values in g(Hx, L2(R, X)), uniformly for cp > 0. 
This can be seen as follows. 
By Lemma 2.1, for x,, .Y~E R’ 
( - A,J2n, + i., ezJv - p) 'fll$, 5 M,, 
where M, is given by (2.2) with A,(cp, f, y,) replaced by 
A,‘(% f,(X:-X,)+f2Ya)-Ap((P, f2Y.l. 
From the condition (Alu) it follows that M, + Y; _ .~, 0 uniformly for 
cp > 0, hence the continuity. 
Thus we can choose for each x, with Ix,1 5 K a 6(x,) > 0 such that for 
I$ -x,I 5 6(x,), cp > 0 
SUP IlCA,,(f,.U:+f,~,)-A,,(f,.~,+f2)1,)1 
W>O 
x {(-A,~/2n,+i.,e2’~~--))-’ 
(AZ) 
Choose -XL.. .x”, in { Ix, 1 5 K} such that { Ix, I 5 K’, is covered by the balls 
(x,1 Ix,-x:1 <6(x;), i= I . ..k. 
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From the A,,-smoothness of A,Jt,.r; + t?v,) it follows that there exists 
cpO > 0 such that for 0 < cp 6 cpo, i = 1 . . k 
and hence by (A2) for 1.~15 K and 0 < cp 5 ‘p,, 
,IA,~(f,.u,+1,~,)((-A,,~2n,+i..e””-~) ’ 
-(-A~,~2n,+j.~-~),‘}fll,.-,~.~,,~~. 
3 
Integration over { I.Y, I 2 K) yields for 0 < cp =< cpO 
(A3) 
By (Al) and (A3) 
lI~5((P)J‘II,~,R, x , Zh for O<cpScpo. 
and the proposition is proved. 
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